A CTION T RIPLE F EATURE B UNDLE
Synopsis:

This triple feature is a triple threat of ACTION, COMEDY and FUN with a star-studded lineup of films guaranteed to get your heart racing.
Vehicle 19
“As a man working against the clock while trapped in a vehicle out of control, Paul Walker never wastes his time-or yours.” - Rex Reed, New York Observer
A paroled man picks up the wrong rental vehicle and quickly realizes that he is the target of an entire police force. The cops will do anything to stop the corruption testimony of a woman he
discovered tied-up in the vehicle's trunk.

Go!
“More than anything, Liman does extraordinary work with his dazzling young cast, a parade of future stars if ever I've seen one.” – Owen Gleiberman, EW
RONNA needs to make some extra cash. SIMON wants to escape to Vegas for the weekend. ADAM and ZACK want to stay out of trouble. But it’s not just another night in the life of these unusual
characters. They’re about to embark on a wild ride that won’t end until the sun comes up. This hip, outrageous and action-packed hit from director DOUG LIMAN (Swingers) features a pulsating
soundtrack and surprising performances from hot newcomers SARAH POLLEY (The Sweet Hereafter), KATIE HOLMES (TV’s Dawson’s Creek), SCOTT WOLF (TV’s Party of Five), and JAY MOHR (Jerry
Maguire). GO is a sexy and hilarious comedy that stretches the limits of how far you can go and still get home from the party alive.

The Junkman
“It’s demolition derby-classic” - TV Guide
The Junkman is an action-packed blockbuster, rollercoaster ride of a thriller, set in the high stakes world of wealth, glamour and power. A deadly assassin’s plot unfolds to kill Harlan Hollis (H.B.
Halicki), junkyard owner turned movie mogul and stuntman. As Hollis drives to the James Dean Festival, he’s unaware that killers are tracking his every move. The fast and furious race to avoid
their net, stay alive and discover who is behind this lethal plan takes Hollis through a fiery battle, turning highways and city streets into a blazing Junkyard. It’s raw filmmaking at it best, with the
most amazing aerial and car stunts, employing such spectacular vehicles as the “Goodyear Blimp”. It is unstoppable action! You have to see it to believe it, and then you want watch again!

Target Audience: Action movie fans
Notable Cast/Crew: Paul Walker, Katie Holmes, Taye Diggs, Scott Wolf, Jah Mohr, Sara Polley, Timothy Olyphant, Melissa McCarthy, Breckin Meyer, William Fichtner,
Jane Krakowski
Key selling points:
•
Big-budget action films, together for an unbeatable deal!
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